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Abstract

The computerized design, methods for generation, simulation of meshing, and enhanced stress analysis of modified involute helical gears is presented. The approaches proposed for modification of conventional involute helical gears are based on conjugation of double-crownsed pinion with a conventional helical involute gear. Double-crowning of the pinion means deviation of cross-profile from an involute one and deviation in longitudinal direction from a helicoidal surface. Using the method developed, the pinion-gear tooth surfaces are in point-contact, the bearing contact is localized and oriented longitudinally, and edge contact is avoided. Also, the influence of errors of alignment on the shift of bearing contact, vibration, and noise are reduced substantially. The theory developed is illustrated with numerical examples that confirm the advantages of the gear drives of the modified geometry in comparison with conventional helical involute gears.

Nomenclature

\( \alpha_i \) \((i = d, c)\) normal pressure angle for the driving profile \((i = d)\) or the coast profile \((i = c)\)

\( \beta \) helix angle

\( \gamma_{dp} \) crossing angle between the disk and the pinion

\( \gamma_{wp} \) crossing angle between the worm and the pinion

\( \lambda_i \) \((i = p, w)\) lead angle of the pinion \((i = p)\) or of the worm \((i = w)\)

\( \rho_D \) radius of generating disk
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\( \phi_i (i=1,2) \) angle of rotation of the pinion (\( i = 1 \)) or the gear (\( i = 2 \)) in the process of meshing

\( \psi_i (i=\sigma,1,2) \) angle of rotation of the profile-crowned pinion (\( i = \sigma \)), the double-crowned pinion (\( i = 1 \)) or the profile-crowned gear (\( i = 2 \)) in the process of generation

\( \Delta \gamma \) shaft angle error

\( \Delta \lambda \) lead angle error

\( \Delta \lambda_i (i=1,2) \) correction of lead angle of the pinion (\( i = 1 \)) or the gear (\( i = 2 \))

\( \Delta \phi_2 (\phi_i) \) function of transmission errors

\( \Delta \psi_p \) additional rotational motion of the pinion during the feed motion

\( \Delta s_w \) translational motion of the grinding worm during the feed motion

\( \Delta E \) center distance error

\( \Sigma_i \) surfaces (\( i = c, t, \sigma, \tau, 1, 2, w, D \))

\( a_c \) parabola coefficient of profiles of pinion rack-cutter in its normal section

\( a_{nr} \) parabola coefficient of the parabolic function for the modified roll of feed motion

\( a_{pl} \) parabola coefficient of plunging by grinding disk or by grinding worm

\( b \) parameter of relative thickness of pinion and gear rack-cutters

\( E_{dp} \) shortest center distance between the disk and the pinion

\( E_{np} \) shortest center distance between the worm and the pinion

\( l_d, l_c \) parameters of location of points of tangency \( Q \) and \( Q^* \), respectively

\( l_p \) translational motion of the pinion during the generation by grinding disk

\( m \) module

\( m_{12}, m_{np} \) gear ratios between pinion and gear and between worm and pinion, respectively

\( M_y \) matrix of coordinate transformation from system \( S_j \) to system \( S_i \)

\( \mathbf{n}_{i}^{(j)}, \mathbf{N}_{i}^{(j)} \) unit normal and normal to surface \( \Sigma_j \) in coordinate system \( S_i \)

\( N_i \) number of teeth of pinion (\( i = 1 \), p) or gear (\( i = 2 \)) or worm (\( i = w \))

\( p_1, p_2 \) screw parameters of the pinion and the gear, respectively

\( r_i \) radius of pinion (\( i = p1, p \)), gear (\( i = p2 \)) or worm (\( i = w \)) pitch cylinder

\( r_{dt} \) dedendum radius of the pinion

\( r_i^* \) radius of pinion (\( i = p1 \)) or gear (\( i = p2 \)) operating circle

\( r_i \) position vector of a point in coordinate system \( S_i \)

\( s_a \) parameter of pinion topland

\( s_i \) displacement of pinion (\( i = c \)) or gear (\( i = t \)) rack-cutter during the generation of profile crowned pinion or gear, respectively

\( s_1, s_2 \) dimensions of pinion and gear rack-cutter teeth, respectively

\( S_i(O_i,x_i,y_i,z_i) \) coordinate system (\( i = a, b, c, e, k, t, m, \sigma, \tau, 1, 2, f, q, h, D \))

\( (u_i, \theta_i) \) parameters of surface \( \Sigma_i \)
1. Basic Ideas of Proposed Approaches

Involute gears, spur and helical ones, are widely applied in reducers, planetary gear trains, transmissions and many other industrial applications. Evolution of the design and manufacture of such gears by hobbing, shaping, and grinding has been impressive. Geometry, design and manufacture of helical gears was the subject of research represented in the works of references [2,8,10,11,14] and many others.

The advantage of involute gearing in comparison with the cycloidal one is that the change of center distance does not cause transmission errors. However, the practice of design and the test of bearing contact and transmission errors show the need for modification of involute gearing, particularly, of helical gears.

The existing design and manufacture of involute helical gears provide instantaneous contact of tooth surfaces along a line. The instantaneous line of contact of conjugated tooth surfaces is a straight line $L_0$ that is the tangent to the helix on the base cylinder (Fig. 1). The normals to the tooth surface at any point of line $L_0$ are collinear and they intersect in the process of meshing the instantaneous axis of relative motion that is the tangent to the pitch cylinders. The concept of pitch cylinders is discussed in Section 2.

Involute gearing is sensitive to the following errors of assembly and manufacture: (1) the change $\Delta \gamma$ of the shaft angle, and (2) the variation of the screw parameter (of one of the mating gears). Such errors cause discontinuous linear functions of transmission errors which result in vibration and noise, and may cause as well edge-contact wherein meshing of a curve and a surface occurs instead of surface-to-surface contact.

New approaches for computerized design, generation and application of the finite element method for stress analysis of modified involute helical gears are proposed.

The basic ideas proposed in the developed approaches are as follows:

1. Line contact of tooth surfaces is substituted by instantaneous point contact.

2. The point contact of tooth surfaces is achieved by crowning of the pinion in profile and longitudinal directions. The tooth surface of the gear is a conventional screw involute surface.

3. Profile crowning provides localization of bearing contact and the path of contact on the tooth surface of the pinion or the gear is oriented longitudinally.

4. Longitudinal crowning provides a parabolic function of transmission errors of the gear drive. Such a function absorbs discontinuous linear functions caused by misalignment and therefore reduces noise and vibration. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the profile-crowned and double-crowned pinion tooth surface.

5. Profile crowning of pinion tooth surface is achieved by deviation of the generating tool surface in profile direction. Longitudinal crowning of pinion tooth surface can be achieved by: (a) plunging of the tool or (b) application of modified roll.
A procedure for stress analysis has been enhanced by the automatic development of the contacting model for several pairs of teeth. The derivation of the model is based on application of the equations of the tooth surfaces; computer aided design codes for building the model are not required. Figure 3 shows the contacting model of five pairs of teeth developed for stress analysis. Details of application of the proposed approaches are represented in Section 9. Figure 4 shows a modified helical gear-drive in 3D space.

2. Axodes of Helical Gears and Rack-Cutters

Introduction. The concept of generation of pinion and gear tooth surfaces is based on application of rack-cutters. The idea of the rack-cutters is the basis for design of such generating tools as disks and worms.

The concept of axodes is applied wherein meshing and generation of helical gears are considered.

Figure 5(a) shows that gears 1 and 2 perform rotation about parallel axes with angular velocities $\omega^{(1)}$ and $\omega^{(2)}$ with the ratio $\omega^{(1)}/\omega^{(2)} = m_{12}$ where $m_{12}$ is the gear ratio. The axodes of the gears are two cylinders of radii $r_{p1}$ and $r_{p2}$ and the line of tangency of the cylinders designated as $P_1 - P_2$ is the instantaneous axis of rotation [7]. The axodes roll over each other without sliding.

The rack-cutter and the gear being generated perform related motions:

(1) translational motion with velocity

$$v = \omega^{(1)} \times \overrightarrow{OP} = \omega^{(2)} \times \overrightarrow{OP}$$

where $P$ belongs to $P_1 - P_2$.

(2) rotation with angular velocity $\omega^{(i)} (i = 1, 2)$ about the axis of the gear

The axode of the rack-cutter in meshing with gear $i$ is plane $\Pi$ that is tangent to gear axodes.

In the existing design, one rack-cutter with straight-line profile is applied for the generation of the pinion and gear tooth surfaces. Then, the tooth surfaces are in line-contact and edge-contact in a misaligned gear drive is inevitable.

Point contact in the proposed design (instead of line contact) is provided by application of two mismatched rack-cutters as shown in Fig. 5(b), one of a straight-line profile for the generation of the gear and the other one of a parabolic profile for the generation of the pinion. Such method of generation provides a profile-crowned pinion.

It will be shown later (see Sections 5 and 6) that the pinion in the proposed new design is double-crowned (longitudinal crowning is provided in addition to profile crowning). Double-crowning of the pinion (proposed in [9]) avoids edge contact and provides a favorable function of transmission errors.
Normal and Transverse Sections. The normal section $a - a$ of the rack-cutter is obtained by a plane that is perpendicular to plane $\Pi$ and orientated by the helix angle $\beta$ (Fig. 5(b)). The transverse section of the rack-cutter is determined as a section by a plane that has the orientation of $b - b$ (Fig. 5(b)).

Mismatched Rack-Cutters. Figure 6(a) shows the profiles of the normal sections of the mismatched rack-cutters. The profiles of the pinion and gear rack-cutters are shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively. Dimensions $s_1$ and $s_2$ are related by module $m$ and parameter $b$ as follows

$$s_1 + s_2 = nm$$

$$b = \frac{s_1}{s_2}$$

Parameter $b$, that is chosen in the process of optimization, relates pinion and gear tooth thicknesses and it can be varied to modify the relative stiffness. In a conventional case of design, we choose $b = 1$.

The rack-cutter for the gear generation is a conventional one and has a straight line profile in the normal section. The rack-cutter for the pinion is provided by a parabolic profile. The profiles of the rack-cutters are in tangency at points $Q$ and $Q^*$ (Fig. 6(a)) that belong to the normal profiles of driving and coast sides of the teeth, respectively. The common normal to the profiles passes through point $P$ that belongs to the instantaneous axis of rotation $P_1 - P_2$ (Fig. 5(a)).

Pinion Parabolic Rack-Cutter. The parabolic profile of pinion rack-cutter is represented in parametric form in an auxiliary coordinate system $S_a(x_a, y_a)$ as follows (Fig. 7)

$$x_a = a_c u_c^2, \quad y_a = u_c$$

where $a_c$ is the parabola coefficient. The origin of $S_a$ coincides with $Q$.

The surface of the rack-cutter is designated by $\Sigma_c$ and is derived as follows

(1) The mismatched profiles of pinion and gear rack-cutters are represented in Fig. 6(a). The pressure angles are $\alpha_d$ for the driving profile and $\alpha_c$ for the coast profile. The locations of points $Q$ and $Q^*$ are designated by $|QP| = l_d$ and $|Q^*P| = l_c$ where $l_d$ and $l_c$ are defined as

$$l_d = \frac{nm}{1 + b} \cdot \frac{\sin \alpha_d \cos \alpha_d \cos \alpha_c}{\sin(\alpha_d + \alpha_c)}$$

$$l_c = \frac{nm}{1 + b} \cdot \frac{\sin \alpha_c \cos \alpha_c \cos \alpha_d}{\sin(\alpha_d + \alpha_c)}$$
(2) Coordinate systems $S_a$ and $S_b$ are located in the plane of the normal section of the rack-cutter (Fig. 6(b)). The normal profile is represented in $S_b$ by the matrix equation

$$
\mathbf{r}_b(u_c) = M_{ba} \mathbf{r}_a(u_c) = M_{ba} \begin{bmatrix} a_c u_c^2 & u_c & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T
$$

(7)

(3) The rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_c$ is represented in coordinate system $S_c$ (Fig. 8) where the normal profile performs translational motion along $c-c$. Then we obtain that surface $\Sigma_c$ is determined by vector function

$$
\mathbf{r}_c(u_c, \theta_c) = M_{cb}(\theta_c) \mathbf{r}_b(u_c) = M_{cb}(\theta_c) M_{ba} \mathbf{r}_a(u_c)
$$

(8)

**Gear Rack-Cutter.** We apply coordinate systems $S_c$ and $S_k$ (Fig. 6(c)) and coordinate system $S_i$ (Fig. 9(b)) The straight-line profile of gear rack-cutter is represented in parametric form in coordinate system $S_c(x_c, y_c)$ as.

$$
x_c = 0, \quad y_c = u_t
$$

(9)

The coordinate transformation from $S_k$ to $S_i$ is similar to transformation from $S_b$ to $S_c$ (Fig 8) and the gear rack-cutter surface is represented by the following matrix equation

$$
\mathbf{r}_i(u_t, \theta_t) = M_{ki}(\theta_t) M_{k}\mathbf{r}_c(u_t)
$$

(10)

### 3. Profile Crowned Pinion and Gear Tooth Surfaces

The profile crowned pinion and gear tooth surfaces are designated as $\Sigma_1$ and $\Sigma_2$, respectively, wherein $\Sigma_1$ indicates the pinion double-crowned surface.

**Generation of $\Sigma_\sigma$.** Profile crowned pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ is generated as the envelope to the pinion rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_c$. The derivation of $\Sigma_\sigma$ is based on the following considerations

1. Movable coordinate systems $S'_c(x_c, y_c)$ and $S'_\sigma(x_\sigma, y_\sigma)$ are rigidly connected to the pinion rack-cutter and the pinion, respectively (Fig. 9(a)). The fixed coordinate system $S_m$ is rigidly connected to the cutting machine.

2. The rack-cutter and the pinion perform related motions, as shown in Fig. 9(a), where $s_c = r_{pl} \psi_\sigma$ is the displacement of the rack-cutter in its translational motion, and $\psi_\sigma$ is the angle of rotation of the pinion.

3. A family of rack-cutter surfaces is generated in coordinate system $S_\sigma$ and is determined by the matrix equation

$$
\mathbf{r}_\sigma(u_c, \theta_c, \psi_\sigma) = M_{\sigma c}(\psi_\sigma) \mathbf{r}_c(u_c, \theta_c)
$$

(11)
The pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ is determined as the envelope to the family of surfaces $r_\sigma(u_e, \theta_e, \psi_\sigma)$ and is represented by the simultaneous consideration of vector function $r_\sigma(u_e, \theta_e, \psi_\sigma)$ and the equation of meshing

$$f_{c\sigma}(u_e, \theta_e, \psi_\sigma) = 0$$

Equation $f_{c\sigma} = 0$ may be determined applying one of two alternative approaches:

(a) The common normal to surfaces $\Sigma_e$ and $\Sigma_\sigma$ at their line of tangency must pass through the instantaneous axis of rotation $P_1 - P_2$ (Fig. 5(a)) (see [7]).

(b) The second approach is based on the representation of equation of meshing as

$$N_e \cdot \mathbf{v}_{c(\sigma)} = 0$$

Here $N_e$ is the normal to $\Sigma_e$ represented in $S_e$; $\mathbf{v}_{c(\sigma)}$ is the relative velocity represented in $S_e$.

**Generation of Gear Tooth Surface $\Sigma_2$.** The schematic of generation of $\Sigma_2$ is represented in Fig. 9(b). Surface $\Sigma_2$ is represented by the following two equations considered simultaneously

$$r_2(u_1, \theta_1, \psi_2) = M_2,(\psi_2)r_1(u_1, \theta_1)$$

$$f_{12}(u_1, \theta_1, \psi_2) = 0$$

Here vector equation $r_1(u_1, \theta_1)$ represents the gear rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_1$; $(u_1, \theta_1)$ are the surface parameters of $\Sigma_1$; matrix $M_2,(\psi_2)$ represents the coordinate transformation from $S_1$ to $S_2$; $\psi_2$ is the generalized parameter of motion. Equations (14) and (15) represent surface $\Sigma_2$ by three related parameters. The gear tooth surface may be represented as well in two-parameter form describing it as a ruled surface generated by a tangent to the helix on the base cylinder (see [7]).

**Necessary and Sufficient Conditions of Existence of Envelope to a Parametric Family of Surfaces.** Such conditions in the case of profile crowned pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ are formulated as follows (see [6], [7], and [16])

1. Vector function $r_\sigma(u_e, \theta_e, \psi_\sigma)$ of class $C^2$ is considered.

2. We designate by point $M(u_e^{(0)}, \theta_e^{(0)}, \psi_e^{(0)})$ the set of parameters that satisfy the equation of meshing (12) at $M$ and satisfy as well the following conditions (see items (3) to (5)).
(3) Generating surface $\Sigma_c$ of the rack-cutter is a *regular* one and we have at $M$ that

$$\frac{\partial \mathbf{r}_c}{\partial u_c} \times \frac{\partial \mathbf{r}_c}{\partial \theta_c} \neq 0 \quad (16)$$

Vectors $\partial \mathbf{r}_c / \partial u_c$ and $\partial \mathbf{r}_c / \partial \theta_c$ represent in coordinate systems $S_\sigma$ tangents to coordinate lines of rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_c$. Inequality (16) means that normal $\mathbf{N}_c^{(e)}$ to surface $\Sigma_c$ differs from zero. The designations of $\mathbf{N}_c^{(e)}$ indicate that the normal to $\Sigma_c$ is represented in coordinate system $S_\sigma$.

(4) Partial derivatives of the equation of meshing (12) satisfy at $M$ the inequality

$$\left| \frac{\partial f_{ca}}{\partial u_c} \right| + \left| \frac{\partial f_{ca}}{\partial \theta_c} \right| \neq 0 \quad (17)$$

(5) Singularities of surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ are avoided by using the procedure described in Section 8.

By observation of conditions (1) to (5), the envelope $\Sigma_\sigma$ is a *regular* surface, it contacts the generating surface $\Sigma_c$ along a line and the normal to $\Sigma_\sigma$ is collinear to the normal of $\Sigma_c$. Vector function $\mathbf{r}_\sigma(u_c, \theta_c, \psi_\sigma)$ and Eq (12) considered simultaneously represent surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ in three-parameter form, by three related parameters $(u_c, \theta_c, \psi_\sigma)$.

**Representation of Envelope $\Sigma_\sigma$ in Two-Parameter Form.** The profile-crowned surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ may be represented as well in two parameter form taking into account the following considerations.

(1) Assume that inequality (17) is observed, say, because

$$\frac{\partial f_{ca}}{\partial \theta_c} \neq 0 \quad (18)$$

(2) The theorem of implicit function systems existence [4] yields that due to observation of inequality (18) equation of meshing (12) may be solved in the neighborhood of point $M$ by function

$$\theta_c = \theta_c(u_c, \psi_\sigma) \quad (19)$$

(3) Then, surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ can be represented as

$$\mathbf{R}_\sigma(u_c, \psi_\sigma) = \mathbf{r}_\sigma(u_c, \theta_c(u_c, \psi_\sigma), \psi_\sigma) \quad (20)$$
Similar representations of pinion tooth surfaces may be obtained for the case wherein inequality (17) is observed if $\frac{\partial f_{c_o}}{\partial u_c} \neq 0$ instead of inequality (18). The pinion profile crowned tooth surface in this case may be represented as

$$R_{o}(\theta_{c_o}, \psi_{o}) = r_{o}(u_{c}(\theta_{c}, \psi_{o}), \theta_{c}, \psi_{o})$$

(21)

4. Tooth Contact Analysis (TCA) of Pinion-Gear Profile-Crowned Tooth Surfaces

Meshing of Profile-Crowned Helicoids: Conceptual Considerations. Two profile-crowned helicoids are considered. The concept of the meshing is based on the following considerations discussed in [5], [6], [7] and [13]:

1. The helicoids transform rotation between parallel axes.

2. The helicoid tooth surfaces are in point contact and this is achieved by the modification of the cross-profile of the pinion tooth surface.

This statement is illustrated for the example in Fig 10 wherein an involute helicoid of the gear and pinion modified helicoid are shown. Profile crowning of the pinion is provided because the cross-profile is deviated from the involute profile. The gear and the pinion tooth surfaces are in point contact provided by mismatched crossed profiles.

3. The formation of each of the mating helicoids may be represented as the result of screw motion of the cross-profile. Figure 11 shows the formation of a helicoid by a family of planar curves that perform a screw motion about the axis of the helicoid.

4. The screw parameters $p_1$ and $p_2$ of the profile-crowned helicoids have to be related as

$$\frac{p_1}{p_2} = \frac{\omega^{(2)}}{\omega^{(1)}}$$

(22)

where $\omega^{(i)} (i=1,2)$ is the angular velocity of the helicoid.

5. The common normal to the cross-profiles at point $M$ of tangency of profiles passes through point $I$ of tangency of the centrodes (Fig 10).

6. It is easy to verify that during the process of meshing, point $M$ of tangency of cross-profiles performs in the fixed coordinate system a translational motion along a straight line that passes through $M$ and is parallel to the axes of aligned gears. The motion of a contact point along line $M-M$ may be represented by two components

(i) transfer motion with gear $i (i=1,2)$ that is performed as rotation about the gear axis.
(ii) relative motion with respect to the helicoid surface that is a screw motion with parameter \( p_i \).

The screw motion by its nature represents a combination of rotation about the gear axis with angular velocity designated as \( \Omega^{(i)} \) and translational motion with the velocity \( p_i \Omega^{(i)} \).

The resulting motion of the contact point in the fixed coordinate system is a translational motion with the velocity \( p_i \Omega^{(i)} \) along line \( M - M \) since rotations in transfer and relative motions are performed with \( \Omega^{(i)} = -\omega_i^{(i)} \).

(7) It is easy to verify that the contact point moves over the helicoid surface along a helix that is generated by point \( M \) while it performs a screw motion over the surface of the helicoid.

The path of contact on the surface of the helicoid is a helix which radius \( \rho_i \) and the lead angle \( \lambda_i \) are related by \( p_i = \rho_i \tan \lambda_i \) \((i=1,2)\).

(8) The meshing of the mating helicoids is not sensitive to the change of the center distance. Considering the drawings of Fig. 12, it is easy to verify that the change of the center distance does not cause transmission errors.

We may assume that the crossing profiles form a center distance \( E^* \neq E \). This may affect that the point of tangency will be \( M^* \) instead of \( M \) and the pressure angle will be \( \alpha^* \) instead of \( \alpha \).

The new radii of centrodes will be \( r_{pi}^* \) \((i=1,2)\).

However, the line of action in the fixed coordinate system is again a straight line that is parallel to the gear axes, but passes now through point \( M^* \) instead of \( M \). The line of action is the set of points of tangency of meshing surfaces in fixed coordinate system.

(9) Considering the contact of helicoid surfaces in the 3D space, we will find out that the surfaces have a common normal and common position vectors at any point of surface tangency.

The normal during the process of meshing does not change its orientation in the fixed coordinate system.

(10) Although the profile crowned helicoids are not sensitive to the change of center distance and the surface contact is localized, such type of gearing should not be applied because the change of the shaft angle and the difference of lead angles will cause a discontinuous linear function of transmission errors (see below). Then, vibration and noise become inevitable.

This is the reason why a double-crowned pinion has to be applied instead of a profile only crowned one. Application of double-crowned pinion provides a parabolic
function of transmission errors and the linear function of transmission errors becomes to be absorbed (see Section 7).

(11) The conceptual considerations of meshing of profile-crowned helicoids are true for all types of Novikov-Wildhaber gears, including the meshing of modified involute helical gears.

(12) The analytical investigation of profile-crowned modified helical gears is accomplished by application of TCA (see below)

Algorithm of Analytical Simulation. The algorithm is based on conditions of continuous tangency of contacting tooth surfaces of the pinion and the gear [6,7]. The meshing and contact are simulated in the paper for two cases: (1) the pinion of the gear drive is profile-crowned, and (2) the pinion is double-crowned (see Sections 5, 6, and 7) Comparison of the output for both cases (Sections 4 and 7) shows that double-crowning of the pinion reduces the transmission errors, noise, and vibration of the gear drive.

Drawings of Fig 13 illustrate instantaneous tangency of surface \( \Sigma_\sigma \) and \( \Sigma_2 \) in a fixed coordinate system \( S_f \). The surfaces have to be represented in \( S_f \) taking into account the errors of alignment (see Fig 14).

Knowing the representation of tooth surfaces \( \Sigma_\sigma \) and \( \Sigma_2 \) in coordinate systems \( S_\sigma \) and \( S_2 \) that are rigidly connected to the pinion and the gear, we may represent surfaces \( \Sigma_\sigma \) and \( \Sigma_2 \) in fixed coordinate system \( S_f \). We use, for this purpose, the coordinate transformation from \( S_\sigma \) and \( S_2 \) to \( S_f \).

It is supposed that \( \Sigma_\sigma \) and \( \Sigma_2 \) are profile crowned and therefore they are in point tangency. Tangency of \( \Sigma_\sigma \) and \( \Sigma_2 \) at common point \( M \) means that they have at \( M \) the same position vector and the surface normals are collinear. Then we obtain the following system of vector equations [7]:

\[
\mathbf{r}_f(\sigma)(u_\sigma, \theta_\sigma, \psi_\sigma, \phi_\sigma) - \mathbf{r}_f(2)(u_1, \theta_1, \psi_2, \phi_2) = 0 \tag{23}
\]

\[
\mathbf{N}_f(\sigma)(u_\sigma, \psi_\sigma, \phi_\sigma) - v\mathbf{N}_f(2)(u_1, \psi_2, \phi_2) = 0 \tag{24}
\]

\[
f_{\sigma}(u_\sigma, \theta_\sigma, \psi_\sigma) = 0 \tag{25}
\]

\[
f_{12}(u_1, \theta_1, \psi_2) = 0 \tag{26}
\]

Here \( f_{\sigma} = 0, f_{12} = 0 \) are the equations of meshing of the pinion and gear with the respective generating rack-cutters \( \Sigma_\sigma \) and \( \Sigma_1 \); \( \phi_\sigma \) and \( \phi_2 \) are the angles of rotation of the profile crowned pinion and gear; \( v \neq 0 \) is a scalar factor in the equation of collinearity of surface normals.

One of the parameters, say \( \phi_\sigma \), is chosen as the input one. The Jacobian \( D \) of the system of scalar equations obtained from equations (23) - (26) has to differ from zero as the precondition of point
tangency of surfaces $\Sigma_\sigma$ and $\Sigma_2$. In accordance to the theorem of implicit function system existence [4], observation of inequality $D \neq 0$ permits the solution of the system of equations (23) - (26) by functions
\[ \{u_1(\phi_\sigma), \theta_1(\phi_\sigma), \psi(\phi_\sigma), u_2(\phi_\sigma), \theta_2(\phi_\sigma), \psi_2(\phi_\sigma), \phi_2(\phi_\sigma)\} \in C^1 \quad (27) \]

Solution of system of nonlinear equations (23) - (26) is accomplished using the Newton-Raphson method [15]. The computational procedure provides the paths of contact on pinion and gear tooth surfaces and the function of transmission errors.

For the simulation of meshing the following coordinate systems have been applied (Fig 14):

1. Movable coordinate systems $S_\sigma$ and $S_2$ that are rigidly connected to the pinion and the gear, respectively (Figs 14(a) and 14(c))
2. The fixed coordinate system $S_f$ where the meshing of tooth surfaces $\Sigma_\sigma$ and $\Sigma_2$ of the pinion and gear is considered.
3. All errors of assembly are referred to the gear An additional fixed coordinate system $S_c$ (Figs 14(c) and 14(b)) is applied to simulate the errors of installment $\Delta E$ and $\Delta \gamma$ as parameters of installment of coordinate system $S_c$ with respect to $S_f$. Rotation of the gear is considered as rotation of coordinate system $S_2$ with respect to $S_c$.
4. Errors of $\Delta E$ and $\Delta \gamma$ are shown in Fig 14(b) Parameter $L$ shown in Fig 14(b) is applied to simulate such an error $\Delta \gamma$ of the shaft angle wherein the shortest distance between the crossed axes $z_\sigma$ and $z_2$ does not coincide with $y_f$.

An example of meshing of profile-crowned pinion and gear tooth surfaces has been investigated for the following data. $N_1 = 21$, $N_2 = 77$, $m=5.08$ mm, $b=1$, $\beta = 30^\circ$, $\alpha_d = \alpha_c = 25^\circ$, the parabola coefficient $a_c = 0.002$ mm$^{-1}$. The following errors of alignment have been simulated: (1) change of center distance $\Delta E = 1$ mm; (2) error $\Delta \lambda = 3$ arc-min of the lead angle, (3) change of shaft angle $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arc-min and $L = 0$; and (4) change of $\Delta \gamma = 15$ arc-min and $L = 15$ mm.

Results of computation are as follows

1. Figure 15 illustrates the shift of bearing contact caused by error $\Delta E$.
2. The path of contact is orientated indeed longitudinally (Figs 15, 16(b) and 16(c)).
3. Error $\Delta E$ of shortest center distance does not cause transmission errors.

The gear ratio $m_{12}$ remains constant and of the same magnitude.
However, change of $\Delta E$ is accompanied with the change of radii of operating pitch cylinders and the operating pressure angle of cross-profiles (Fig. 12).

(4) The main disadvantage of meshing of profile-crowned tooth surfaces is that $\Delta \gamma$ and $\Delta \lambda$ cause a discontinuous linear function of transmission errors as shown in Fig. 16(a). Such functions will result in vibration and noise and this is the reason why a double-crowned pinion instead of a profile-crowned one is applied.

Errors $\Delta \gamma$ and $\Delta \lambda$ cause as well the shift of the bearing contact on the pinion and gear tooth surfaces.

Our investigation shows that the main defects of the gear drive for the case wherein $L \neq 0$ and $\Delta \gamma \neq 0$ are the unfavorable functions of transmission errors, similar to the one shown in Fig. 16.

5. Longitudinal Crowning of Pinion by Plunging Disk

As a reminder, errors of shaft angle and lead angle cause a discontinuous linear function of transmission errors (see Section 4) and high acceleration and vibration of the gear drive become inevitable. Longitudinal crowning of the pinion tooth surface, in addition to profile crowning, is provided for transformation of the shape of the function of transmission errors and reduction of noise and vibration. The contents of this section cover longitudinal crowning of the pinion by application of a plunging, generating disk. The same goal (double-crowning) may be achieved by application of a generating worm (see Section 6).

Application of a Plunging Disk. The approach is based on the following ideas

(1) The profile crowned surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ of the pinion is considered as given

(2) A disk-shaped tool $\Sigma_D$ that is conjugated to $\Sigma_\sigma$ is determined (Fig. 17). The axes of the disk and pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ are crossed and the crossing angle $\gamma_{dp}$ is equal to the lead angle on the pinion pitch cylinder (Fig. 18(b)). The center distance $E_{dp}$ (Fig. 18(a)) is defined as

$$E_{dp} = r_{d1} + \rho_D$$

where $r_{d1}$ is the dedendum radius of the pinion and $\rho_D$ is the grinding disk outside radius.

(3) Determination of disk surface $\Sigma_D$ is based on the following procedure [6,7].
Step 1 Disk surface $\Sigma_D$ is a surface of revolution. Therefore, there is such a line $L_{ad}$ (Fig 18(c)) of tangency of $\Sigma_\sigma$ and $\Sigma_D$ that the common normal to $\Sigma_\sigma$ and $\Sigma_D$ at each point of $L_{ad}$ passes through the axis of rotation of the disk [6,7]. Figure 18(c) shows line $L_{ad}$ obtained on surface $\Sigma_D$. Rotation of $L_{ad}$ about the axis of $\Sigma_D$ permits the representation of surface $\Sigma_D$ as the family of lines $L_{ad}$.

Step 2 It is obvious that screw motion of disk $\Sigma_D$ about the axis of pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ provides surface $\Sigma_\tau$ that coincides with $\Sigma_\sigma$ (Fig. 18(d)).

The goal to obtain a double crowned surface $\Sigma_1$ of the pinion is accomplished by providing of a combination of screw and plunging motions of the disk and the pinion. The generation of double-crowned pinion tooth surface is illustrated in Fig. 19 and is accomplished as follows:

(a) Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show two positions of the generated double-crowned pinion with respect to the disk. One of the two positions with center distance $E_{dp}^{(0)}$ is the initial one, the other with $E_{dp}(\psi_1)$ is the current position. The shortest distance $E_{dp}^{(0)}$ is defined by Eq (29).

(b) Coordinate system $S_D$ is rigidly connected to the generating disk (Fig. 19(c)) and is considered as fixed.

(c) Coordinate system $S_1$ of the pinion performs a screw motion and is plunged with respect to the disk. Auxiliary systems $S_h$ and $S_q$ are used for a better illustration of these motions in Fig. 19(c). Such motions are described as follows.

Screw motion is accomplished by two components: (a) translational displacement $l_p$ that is collinear to the axis of the pinion, and (b) rotational motion $\psi_1$ about the axis of the pinion (Figs 19(b) and (c)). The magnitudes $l_p$ and $\psi_1$ are related through the screw parameter $p$ of the pinion as

$$l_p = p \psi_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

Plunging motion is accomplished by a translational displacement $a pl_p^2$ along the shortest distance direction (Fig 19(c)). Such motion allows to define the shortest distance $E_{dp}(\psi_1)$ (Fig 19(b) and (c)) as a parabolic function

$$E_{dp}(\psi_1) = E_{dp}^{(0)} - a_p l_p^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)
The translational motions $l_p$ and $a_p$, are represented as displacement of system $S_q$ with respect to system $S_h$. The same translational motions are performed by system $S_i$ that performs rotational motion of angle $\psi_i$ with respect to system $S_q$.

(d) The pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_i$ is determined as the envelope to the family of disk surface $\Sigma_D$ generated in the relative motion between the disk and the pinion.

6. Grinding of Double-Crowned Pinion by Worm

Worm Installment. The installment of the grinding worm with respect to the pinion may be represented on the basis of meshing of two helicoids. Figure 20 illustrates the meshing of two left-hand helicoids, that represent the grinding worm and the pinion generated by the worm. Drawings of Fig. 21 yield that the crossing angle is

$$\gamma_{wp} = \lambda_p + \lambda_w$$

where $\lambda_p$ and $\lambda_w$ are the lead angles on the pitch cylinders of the pinion and the worm.

Figure 21 shows that the pitch cylinders of the worm and the pinion are in tangency at point $M$ that belongs to the shortest distance between the crossed axes. The velocity polygon at $M$ satisfies the relation

$$v^{(w)} - v^{(p)} = \mu \hat{t}_r$$

Here $v^{(w)}$ and $v^{(p)}$ are the velocities of the worm and the pinion at $M$; $\hat{t}_r$ is the unit vector directed along the common tangent to the helices; $\mu$ is the scalar factor. Equation (33) indicates that the relative velocity at point $M$ is collinear to the unit vector $\hat{t}_r$.

Determination of Worm Thread Surface $\Sigma_w$. In order to get the same pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ that is generated by rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_c$ (Section 3), the generation of $\Sigma_w$ can be accomplished considering that three surfaces $\Sigma_c$, $\Sigma_\sigma$, and $\Sigma_w$ are simultaneously in meshing. Figure 22 shows the axodes of these three surfaces wherein the shortest distance between pinion and worm axodes is extended. Plane $\Pi$ represents the axode of the rack-cutter. Surface $\Sigma_w$ is obtained using the following steps.

Step 1 Parabolic tooth surface $\Sigma_c$ of rack-cutter is considered as given.

Step 2 A translational motion of rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_c$, that is perpendicular to the axis of the pinion, and rotational motion of the pinion provide surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ as an envelope to the family.
of surfaces of $\Sigma_c$ (see Section 3). Velocity $v_1$ (Fig. 22) is applied to rack-cutter while the pinion is rotated with angular velocity $\omega(p)$. The relation between $v_1$ and $\omega(p)$ is defined as

$$v_1 = \omega(p) r_p \tag{34}$$

where $r_p$ is the radius of the pinion pitch cylinder.

**Step 3** An additional motion of surface $\Sigma_c$ with velocity $v_{\text{ax}}$ along direction $t - t$ of skew rack-cutter teeth (Fig. 22) is performed and this motion does not affect surface $\Sigma_{\sigma}$. Using vector equation $v_2 = v_1 + v_{\text{ax}}$, permits velocity $v_2$ of rack-cutter $\Sigma_c$ in direction that is perpendicular to the axis of the worm to be obtained. Then, we may represent the generation of worm surface $\Sigma_w$ by rack-cutter $\Sigma_c$ considering that the rack-cutter performs translational motion $v_2$ while the worm is rotated with angular velocity $\omega(w)$. The relation between $v_2$ and $\omega(w)$ is defined as

$$v_2 = \omega(w) r_w \tag{35}$$

where $r_w$ is the radius of the worm pitch cylinder. Worm surface $\Sigma_w$ is generated as the envelope to the family of rack-cutter surfaces $\Sigma_c$.

**Step 4** The discussions above permit verification of the simultaneous generation of profile crowned pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ and worm thread surface $\Sigma_w$ by rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_c$. Each of the two generated surfaces $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ and $\Sigma_w$ are in line contact with rack cutter surface $\Sigma_c$. However, the contact lines $L_{c\sigma}$ and $L_{cw}$ do not coincide, but intersect each other as shown in Fig. 23. Here, $L_{c\sigma}$ and $L_{cw}$ represent the lines of contact between $\Sigma_c$ and $\Sigma_{\sigma}$, $\Sigma_c$ and $\Sigma_w$, respectively. Lines $L_{c\sigma}$ and $L_{cw}$ are obtained for any chosen value of related parameters of motion between $\Sigma_c$, $\Sigma_{\sigma}$, and $\Sigma_w$. Point $N$ of intersection of lines $L_{cw}$ and $L_{c\sigma}$ (Fig 23) is the common point of tangency of surfaces $\Sigma_c$, $\Sigma_{\sigma}$, and $\Sigma_w$.

**Profile Crowning of Pinion.** Profile crowned pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ as been obtained above by using rack-cutter surface $\Sigma_c$. Direct derivation of generation of $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ by the grinding worm $\Sigma_w$ may be accomplished as follows:

1. Consider that worm surface $\Sigma_w$ and pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ perform rotation between their crossed axes with angular velocities $\omega(w)$ and $\omega(p)$. It follows from discussions above that $\Sigma_w$ and $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ are in point contact and $N$ is one of the instantaneous points of contact of $\Sigma_w$ and $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ (Fig 23).

2. The concept of direct derivation of $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ by $\Sigma_w$ is based on the two-parameter enveloping process. The process of such enveloping is based on application of two independent sets of parameters of motion [7,12].
(a) One set of parameters relates the angles of rotation of the worm and the pinion as

\[ m_{wp} = \frac{\omega^{(w)}}{\omega^{(p)}} = \frac{N_p}{N_w} = N_p \]  \hspace{1cm} (36)

wherein the number \( N_w \) of worm threads is considered as \( N_w = 1 \) and \( N_p \) is the teeth number of the pinion.

(b) The second set of parameters of motion is provided as a combination of two components: (1) translational motion \( \Delta s_w \) of the worm that is collinear to the axis of the pinion (Fig. 24(a)), (2) small rotational motion of the pinion about the pinion axis that is determined as

\[ \Delta \psi_p = \frac{\Delta s_w}{p} \]  \hspace{1cm} (37)

where \( p \) is the screw parameter of the pinion.

Analytical determination of a surface generated as the envelope to a two-parameter enveloping process is represented in [7].

The schematic of generation of \( \Sigma_{\sigma} \) by \( \Sigma_w \) is shown in Fig. 24(a) wherein the shortest center distance is shown as extended one for the purpose of better illustration.

In the process of meshing of \( \Sigma_w \) and \( \Sigma_{\sigma} \), the worm surface \( \Sigma_w \) and the profile crowned pinion surface perform rotation about crossed axes. The shortest distance applied is

\[ E_{wp} = r_p + r_w \]  \hspace{1cm} (38)

Surfaces \( \Sigma_w \) and \( \Sigma_{\sigma} \) are in point tangency. Feed motion of the worm is provided as a screw motion with the screw parameter of the pinion. Designations in Fig. 24(a) indicate: (1) \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) points on pitch cylinders (these points do not coincide each with other because the shortest distance is illustrated as extended); (2) \( \omega^{(w)} \) and \( \omega^{(p)} \) are the angular velocities of the worm and profile crowned pinion in their rotation about crossed axes; (3) \( \Delta s_w \) and \( \Delta \psi_p \) are the components of the screw motion of the feed motion; (4) \( r_w \) and \( r_p \) are the radii of pitch cylinders.

**Double-Crowning of Pinion.** Above the generation by the worm of a profile crowned surface \( \Sigma_{\sigma} \) of the pinion has been presented. However, our final goal is the generation by the worm of a double crowned surface \( \Sigma_i \) of the pinion. Two approaches are proposed for this purpose.

**Worm Plunging.** Additional pinion crowning (longitudinal crowning) is provided by plunging of the worm with respect to the pinion that is shown schematically in Fig. 24(b). Plunging of the worm in the process of pinion grinding is performed as variation of the shortest distance between the axes of the grinding worm and the pinion. The instantaneous shortest center distance \( E_{wp}(\Delta s_w) \) between the grinding worm and the pinion is executed as (Fig. 24(b))
\[ E_{wp}(\Delta s_w) = E_{wp}^{(0)} - a_{pl}(\Delta s_w)^2 \]  

(39)

Here \( \Delta s_w \) is measured along the pinion axis from the middle of the pinion; \( a_{pl} \) is the parabola coefficient of the function \( a_{pl}(\Delta s_w)^2 \); \( E_{wp}^{(0)} \) is the nominal value of the shortest distance defined by Eq. (38). Plunging of the worm with observation of Eq (39) provides a parabolic function of transmission errors in the process of meshing of the pinion and the gear of the proposed version of modified involute helical gear drive.

**Modified Roll of Feed Motion.** Conventionally, the feed motion of the worm is provided by observation of linear relation (37) between components \( \Delta s_w \) and \( \Delta \psi_p \). For the purpose of pinion longitudinal crowning, the following function \( \Delta \psi_p(\Delta s_w) \) is observed

\[ \Delta \psi_p(\Delta s_w) = \frac{\Delta s_w}{p} + a_{mr}(\Delta s_w)^2 \]  

(40)

where \( a_{mr} \) is the parabola coefficient of the parabolic function (40).

Worm modified roll is provided instead of worm plunging. Application of function (40) permits the modification of the pinion tooth surface and provides a parabolic function of transmission errors of the proposed gear drive.

The derivation of double crowned surface \( \Sigma_1 \) of the pinion by application of both approaches mentioned above is based on determination of \( \Sigma_1 \) as a two-parameter enveloping process.

**Step 1** We consider that surface \( \Sigma_w \) is determined as the envelope to the rack-cutter surface \( \Sigma_c \). The determination of \( \Sigma_w \) is a one-parameter enveloping process.

**Step 2** Double-crowned surface \( \Sigma_1 \) of the pinion is determined as an envelope of a two-parameter process by application of following equations

\[ r_1(u_w, \theta_w, \psi_w, \Delta s_w) = M_{1w}(\psi_w, \Delta s_w)r_w(u_w, \theta_w) \]  

(41)

\[ \mathbf{N}_w \cdot \mathbf{v}_w^{(w, \psi_w)} = 0 \]  

(42)

\[ \mathbf{N}_w \cdot \mathbf{v}_w^{(w, \Delta s_w)} = 0 \]  

(43)

Here \( (u_w, \theta_w) \) are the worm surface parameters, \( (\psi_w, \Delta s_w) \) are the generalized parameters of motion of two-parameter enveloping process. Vector equation (41) represents the family of surfaces \( \Sigma_w \) of the worm in coordinate system \( S_r \) of the pinion. Equations (42) and (43) represent two equations of meshing. Vector \( \mathbf{N}_w \) is the normal to the worm tooth surface \( \Sigma_w \) and is represented in system \( S_w \) Vector \( \mathbf{v}_w^{(w, \psi_w)} \) represents the relative velocity between the worm and pinion determined under the condition that parameter \( \psi_w \) of motion is varied and the other parameter \( \Delta s_w \) is held at rest. Vector \( \mathbf{v}_w^{(w, \Delta s_w)} \) is determined under the condition that parameter

\( \psi_w \)
\( \Delta s_w \) is varied, and the other parameter of motion, \( \psi_w \), is held at rest. Both vectors of relative velocity are represented in coordinate system \( S_w \).

Vector equations (41), (42), and (43) considered simultaneously determine the double-crowned pinion tooth surface as the envelope to the two-parameter enveloping process [7].

### 7. TCA of Gear Drive with Double-Crowned Pinion

Simulation of meshing of a gear drive with double-crowned pinion is investigated by application of the same algorithm discussed in Section 4 for a gear drive with profile-crowned pinion and gear tooth surfaces. The applied design parameters are shown in Table 1. The parabolic coefficient of longitudinal crowning \( a_p \) is of such a magnitude that provides a maximal error of 8 arcsec of the predesigned function of transmission errors for a gear drive without errors of alignment. Figures 25(a) and 25(b) show the path of contact and the function of transmission errors, respectively. The TCA output shows that a parabolic function of transmission errors in meshing of the pinion and the gear is obtained indeed due to application of a double-crowned pinion.

The chosen approaches for TCA cover application (1) of a disk-shaped tool (Section 5), (2) plunging worm (Section 6), and (3) modified roll of feed motion (Section 6). These approaches yield almost the same output of TCA.

The simulation of meshing is performed for the following errors of alignment. (1) change of center distance \( \Delta E = 140 \ \mu m \); (2) change of shaft angle \( \Delta \gamma = 3 \ \text{arcmin} \); (3) error \( \Delta \lambda = 3 \ \text{arcmin} \); and (4) combination of errors \( \Delta \gamma \) and \( \Delta \lambda \) as \( \Delta \gamma - \Delta \lambda = 0 \ \text{arcmin} \).

The results of TCA are as follows.

1. Figure 25(a) shows orientation of the path of contact of the aligned gear drive.
2. Figures 26(a), 26(b), and 26(c) show the shift of the paths of contact caused by errors of alignment \( \Delta E \), \( \Delta \gamma \), and \( \Delta \lambda \), respectively. Misalignment \( \Delta E \) does not cause the shift of the bearing contact on pinion surface. The shift of paths of contact caused by \( \Delta \gamma \) may be compensated by correction \( \Delta \lambda_1 \) of the pinion (or \( \Delta \lambda_2 \) of the gear). Figure 26(d) shows that the location of the path of contact can be restored by correction of \( \Delta \lambda_1 \) of the pinion taking \( \Delta \gamma - \Delta \lambda_1 = 0 \). This means that correction of \( \Delta \lambda_1 \) can be used for the restoration of location of the path of contact. Correction of \( \Delta \lambda_1 \) or \( \Delta \lambda_2 \) may be applied for grinding of the pinion or the gear, respectively.

It was mentioned above (see Section 4) that double crowning of the pinion provides a predesigned parabolic function. Therefore, linear functions of transmission errors caused by \( \Delta \gamma \), \( \Delta \lambda \) and other errors are absorbed by the predesigned parabolic function of transmission errors \( \Delta \phi_2(\phi_1) \). The final function of transmission errors \( \Delta \phi_2(\phi_1) \) remains a parabolic one. However, increase of the magnitude of errors \( \Delta \gamma \) and \( \Delta \lambda \) may result in that the final function of transmission errors \( \Delta \phi_2(\phi_1) \) to become a discontinued one. In such of a case, the predesigned
parabolic function $\Delta \phi_2(\phi_i)$ has to be of a larger magnitude or it becomes necessary to limit the range of errors $\Delta \gamma$, $\Delta \lambda$, and other ones.

8. Undercutting and Pointing of Pinion

Undercutting. Avoidance of undercutting is applied to pinion tooth surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ and is based on the following ideas.

(1) Appearance of singular points on generated surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ is the warning that the surface may be undercut in the process of generation [6,7]

(2) Singular points on surface $\Sigma_\sigma$ are generated by regular points on the generating surface $\Sigma_c$ wherein the velocity of a contact point in its motion over $\Sigma_\sigma$ becomes equal to zero [6,7]

$$v_r^{(\sigma)} = v_r^{(c)} + v^{(c\sigma)} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (44)

(3) Equation (44) and differentiated equation of meshing

$$\frac{d}{dt} [f(u_c, \theta_c, \psi_\sigma)] = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (45)

determine such a line $L$ on surface $\Sigma_c$ that generates singular points on $\Sigma_\sigma$. Limiting $\Sigma_c$ with line $L$, we may avoid the appearance of singular points on $\Sigma_\sigma$.

The derivation of line $L$ is based on the following considerations

(1) Equation (44) yields

$$\frac{\partial r_c}{\partial u_c} \frac{du_c}{dt} + \frac{\partial r_c}{\partial \theta_c} \frac{d\theta_c}{dt} = -v_r^{(c\sigma)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (46)

Here $\partial r_c/\partial u_c$, $\partial r_c/\partial \theta_c$ and $v_r^{(c\sigma)}$ are three dimensional vectors represented in system $S_c$ of pinion rack cutter

(2) Equation (45) yields

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial u_c} \frac{du_c}{dt} + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \theta_c} \frac{d\theta_c}{dt} = -\frac{\partial f}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \frac{d\psi_\sigma}{dt}$$ \hspace{1cm} (47)

(3) Equations (46) and (47) represent a system of four linear equations in two unknowns $du_c/dt$ and $d\theta_c/dt$. This system has a certain solution for the unknowns if matrix
\[
\mathbf{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial x_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial x_c}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial x_c}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial y_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial y_c}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial y_c}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial z_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial z_c}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial z_c}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial f}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{48}
\]

has the rank \( r = 2 \). This yields
\[
\Delta_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial x_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial x_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_x \\
\frac{\partial y_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial y_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_y \\
\frac{\partial z_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial z_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_z \\
\frac{\partial f}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\tag{49}
\]

\[
\Delta_2 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial x_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial x_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_x \\
\frac{\partial y_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial y_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_y \\
\frac{\partial z_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial z_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_z \\
\frac{\partial f}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\tag{50}
\]

\[
\Delta_3 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial y_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial y_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_y \\
\frac{\partial y_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial y_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_y \\
\frac{\partial z_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial z_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_z \\
\frac{\partial f}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\tag{51}
\]

\[
\Delta_4 = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial x_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial x_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_x \\
\frac{\partial y_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial y_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_y \\
\frac{\partial z_c}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial z_c}{\partial \theta_c} & -v^{(c\sigma)}_z \\
\frac{\partial f}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial f}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial u_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \theta_c} & \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \psi_\sigma} \\
\end{bmatrix} = 0
\tag{52}
\]

Equation (52) yields the equation of meshing \( f(u_c, \theta_c, \psi_\sigma) = 0 \) and is not applied for investigation of singularities. The requirement that determinants \( \Delta_1, \Delta_2, \) and \( \Delta_3 \) must be equal to zero simultaneously may be represented as
\[ \Delta_1^2 + \Delta_2^2 + \Delta_3^2 = 0 \]  

Equation (53) enables to obtain for determination of singularities the following equation

\[ F(u_c, \theta_c, \psi_\sigma) = 0 \]  

**Note:** In most cases, it is sufficient for derivation of equation \( F = 0 \) to use only one of three following equations instead of equation (53)

\[ \Delta_1 = 0, \hspace{0.5cm} \Delta_2 = 0, \hspace{0.5cm} \Delta_3 = 0 \]  

An exception case, when application of (53) is required, is discussed in [7].

Singularities of the pinion may be avoided by limitation of the rack-cutter surface \( \Sigma_c \) that generates the pinion by line \( L \). The determination of \( L \) is based on the following procedure.

1. Using equation of meshing \( f(u_c, \theta_c, \psi_\sigma) = 0 \), we may obtain in the plane of parameters \( (u_c, \theta_c) \) the family of contact lines of the rack-cutter and the pinion. Each contact line is determined for a fixed parameter of motion \( \psi_\sigma \).

2. The sought for limiting line \( L \) is determined in the space of parameters \( (u_c, \theta_c) \) by simultaneous consideration of equations \( f = 0 \) and \( F = 0 \) (Fig. 27(a)). Then, we can obtain the limiting line \( L \) on the surface of the rack-cutter (Fig. 27(b)). The limiting line \( L \) on the rack-cutter surface is formed by regular points of the rack-cutter, but these points will generate singular points on the pinion tooth surface.

Limitations of the rack-cutter surface by \( L \) will avoid singular points on the pinion tooth surface.

Singular points on the pinion tooth surface can be obtained by coordinate transformation of line \( L \) on rack-cutter surface \( \Sigma_c \) to surface \( \Sigma_\sigma \).

**Pointing.** Pointing of the pinion means that the width of the topland becomes equal to zero. Figure 28(a) shows the cross-sections of the pinion and the pinion rack-cutter. Point \( A_c \) of the rack-cutter generates the limiting point \( A_\sigma \) of the pinion wherein singularity of pinion is still avoided. Point \( B_c \) of the rack-cutter generates point \( B_\sigma \) of pinion profile. Parameter \( s_\alpha \) indicates the chosen width of the pinion topland. Parameter \( \alpha_\sigma \) indicates the pressure angle at point \( Q \). Parameters \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) indicate the limitation of location of limiting points \( A_c \) and \( B_c \) of the rack-cutter profiles. Figure 28(b) shows functions \( h_1(N_\ell) \) and \( h_2(N_\ell) \) \((N_\ell \) is the pinion tooth number) obtained for the following data. \( \alpha_d = 25^\circ \), \( \beta = 30^\circ \), parabola coefficient of pinion rack-cutter \( a_\ell = 0.002 \text{ mm}^{-1} \), \( s_\alpha = 0.3 \text{ mm} \), parameter \( b = 1.0 \) (see Eq (3)) and module \( m = 1 \text{ mm} \).
9. Stress Analysis

This section covers stress analysis and investigation of formation of bearing contact of contacting surfaces. The performed stress analysis is based on the finite element method [17] and application of a general computer program [3].

Development of Finite Element Models. The developed approach for the finite element models is accomplished as follows [1]

Step 1 Tooth surface equations of pinion and gear and portions of corresponding rim are considered for determination of the volumes of the designed bodies. Figure 29(a) shows the designed body for one-tooth model of the pinion of a helical gear drive.

Step 2 The designed volume of each tooth of the model is divided into six subvolumes using auxiliary intermediate surfaces 1 to 6 as shown in Fig 29(b).

Step 3 Node coordinates are determined analytically considering the number of desired elements in longitudinal and profile directions (Fig 29(c)).

Step 4 Discretization of the model by finite elements (using the nodes determined in previous step) is accomplished as shown in Fig. 29(d).

Step 5. Setting of boundary conditions is accomplished automatically and are shown in Fig. 30(a) and (b) for the case of a three-tooth model. The following ideas are considered.

1. Nodes on the two sides and bottom part of the portion of the gear rim are considered as fixed (Fig. 30(a))

2. Nodes on the two sides and the bottom part of the pinion rim form a rigid surface (Figs 30(a) and (b))

3. A reference node N (Fig. 30(b)) located on the axis of the pinion is used as the reference point of the previously defined rigid surface. Reference point N and the rigid surface constitute a rigid body

4. Only one degree of freedom is defined as free at the reference point N, as rotation about the pinion axis, while all other degrees of freedom are fixed. Application of a torque T in rotational motion at the reference point N permits the torque to be applied to the pinion model.

Step 6 The contact algorithm of the finite element analysis computer program [3] requires definition of contacting surfaces. This approach permits the automatic identification of all the elements of the model required for the formation of such surfaces

The principal characteristics of the described approach are as follows:

1. Finite element models of the gear drive can be automatically obtained for any position of pinion and gear obtained from TCA. Stress convergence is assured because there is at least one point of contact between the contacting surfaces.
Assumption of load distribution in the contact area is not required since the contact algorithm of the general computer program [3] is used to obtain the contact area and stresses by application of the torque to the pinion while the gear is considered at rest.

Finite element models of any number of teeth can be obtained. As an example, Fig 31 shows a whole gear drive finite element model. However, such a model is not recommended if an exact definition of the contact ellipse is required. Three or five tooth models are more adequate in such a case. Figure 3 shows the finite element model of five pairs of contacting teeth.

The use of several teeth in the models has the following advantages.

1. Boundary conditions are far enough from the loaded areas of the teeth.
2. Simultaneous meshing of two pairs of teeth can occur due to the elasticity of surfaces. Therefore, the load transition at the beginning and at the end of the path of contact can be studied.

Numerical Example. The finite element analysis has been performed using the design parameters shown in Table 1.

A finite element model of three pairs of contacting teeth has been applied for each chosen point of the path of contact. Elements C3D8I [3] of first order (enhanced by incompatible modes to improve their bending behavior) have been used to form the finite element mesh. The total number of elements is 45,600 with 55,818 nodes. The material is steel with the properties of Young's Modulus $E = 2.068 \times 10^5$ MPa and Poisson's ratio 0.29. A torque of 500 Nm has been applied to the pinion. Figure 32 shows the contact and bending stresses obtained at the mean contact point for the pinion.

The variation of contact and bending stresses along the path of contact has been also studied. Figures 33 and 34 illustrate the variation of contact and bending stresses for the pinion and the gear, respectively.

The stress analysis have been performed as well for the example of a conventional helical involute drive with a shaft angle error of $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arcmin (Fig 35). We remind that the tooth surfaces of an aligned conventional helical gear drive are in line contact, but they are in point contact with error $\Delta \gamma$. The results of computation show that error $\Delta \gamma$ causes an edge contact and an area of severe contact stresses.

Figure 36 shows the results of finite element analysis for the pinion of a modified involute helical gear drive wherein an error $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arcmin occurs. As shown in Fig. 36, a helical gear drive with modified geometry is free indeed of edge contact and areas of severe contact stresses.
10. Conclusions

The discussions above draw the following conclusions:

1. A new geometry of modified involute helical gears, based on the following ideas, has been proposed:
   (a) The pinion of the gear drive is double-crowned and therefore the pinion tooth surface is mismatched of an involute helicoid in profile and longitudinal directions.
   (b) The gear tooth surface is designed as a conventional screw involute helicoid.

2. The pinion and gear tooth surfaces contact each other instantly at a point, the bearing contact is localized, and the function of transmission errors is a parabolic one of a low magnitude.

3. The parabolic function of transmission errors is able to absorb discontinuous linear functions of transmission errors caused by misalignment and therefore the noise and vibration are reduced.

4. The bearing contact is oriented longitudinally and this is in favor of the increased contact ratio. The shift of bearing contact caused by misalignment is reduced.

5. Computerized methods for generation of a double-crowned pinion that are based on tool plunging and modified roll have been proposed.

6. Simulation of meshing of profile-crowned and double-crowned helicoids have been developed. The output of developed TCA (Tooth Contact Analysis) has confirmed the predicted advantages of the modified geometry.

7. Enhanced stress analysis of developed modified helical gears (based on finite element analysis) and analysis of formation of bearing contact have been performed. The contacting models are developed automatically by using equations of tooth surfaces. Comparison of stresses of developed helical gears has confirmed reduction of contact stresses and avoidance of edge contact.
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Table 1—Design parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of teeth of the pinion, $N_1$</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of teeth of the gear, $N_2$</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module, $m$</td>
<td>5.08 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving side pressure angle, $\alpha_d$</td>
<td>25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast side pressure angle, $\alpha_c$</td>
<td>25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helix angle, $\beta$</td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter of rack-cutter, $b$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face width</td>
<td>70 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of the worm pitch cylinder, $r_w$</td>
<td>98 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parabolic coefficient of pinion rack cutter, $a_c$</td>
<td>0.002 mm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parabolic coefficient of plunging, $a_{pl}$</td>
<td>0.000085 mm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.—Contact lines on an involute helical tooth surface.
Figure 2 — Crowning of pinion tooth surface.
Figure 3 — Contacting model of five pairs of teeth derived for stress analysis.
Figure 4.—Modified involute helical gear-drive.
Figure 5.—Axodes of pinion, gear, and rack-cutter (a) Axodes. (b) Tooth surfaces of two skew rack-cutters.
Figure 6—Normal sections of pinion and gear rack-cutters  (a) Mismatched profiles. (b) Profiles of pinion rack-cutter in coordinate systems $S_a$ and $S_b$. (c) Profiles of gear rack-cutter in coordinate systems $S_o$ and $S_k$. 
Figure 7.—Parabolic profile of pinion rack-cutter in normal section.
Figure 8 — For derivation of pinion rack-cutter.
Figure 9.—Generation of profile crowned tooth surfaces by application of rack-cutters (a) For pinion generation by rack-cutter $\Sigma_c$. (b) For gear generation by rack-cutter $\Sigma_t$
Figure 10 — Illustration of cross-profiles of profile-crowned helicoids.
Figure 11.—Illustration of formation of helicoid surface by screw motion of a cross-profile of the helicoids.
Figure 12 — Operating circles in an aligned gear drive. (a) Change of center distance $\Delta E = 0$ when no errors are applied. (b) $\Delta E \neq 0$
Figure 13 — Illustration of continuous tangency of contacting tooth surfaces $\Sigma_\sigma$ and $\Sigma_2$. 
Figure 14 — Illustration of installment of coordinate systems for simulation of misalignment
Figure 15.—Shift of bearing contact caused by $\Delta E$ for the following cases (a) Path of contact on pinion surface when no error of center distance is applied. (b) When an error $\Delta E = 1$ mm is applied. (c) Path of contact on gear surface when no error is applied. (d) When an error $\Delta E = 1$ mm is applied.
Figure 16.—Illustration of transmission errors and shift of bearing contact on the pinion tooth surface of a profile crowned gear drive caused by $\Delta \gamma$. (a) Function of transmission errors with error $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arcmin. (b) Path of contact when no errors are applied. (c) Path of contact with error $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arcmin.
Figure 17.—Generation of pinion by grinding disk.
Figure 18.—Determination of disk surface $\Sigma_D$ (a) and (b) Installment of grinding disk (c) Line $L_{\sigma D}$ of tangency of surfaces $\Sigma_\sigma$ and $\Sigma_D$. (d) Illustration of generation of surface $\Sigma_r$ by disk surface $\Sigma_D$. 
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Figure 19 — Generation of double crowned pinion surface $\Sigma_1$ by a plunging disk. (a) Initial positions of pinion and disk. (b) Schematic of generation (c) Applied coordinate systems.
Figure 20.—Generation of pinion by grinding worm.
Figure 21.—Installment of grinding (cutting) worm.
Figure 22.—For illustration of axodes of worm, pinion, and rack-cutter.
Figure 23.—Contact lines $L_{c\sigma}$ and $L_{cw}$ corresponding to meshing of rack-cutter $\Sigma_c$ with pinion and worm surfaces $\Sigma_{\sigma}$ and $\Sigma_w$, respectively.

Figure 24.—Schematic of generation. (a) Without worm plunging (b) With worm plunging.
Figure 25.—Output of TCA for a gear drive wherein the pinion is generated by plunging of the grinding worm; no errors are applied. (a) Path of contact (b) Function of transmission errors.
Figure 26 — Influence of errors of alignment on the shift of the path of contact for a modified involute helical gear drive wherein the pinion is generated by plunging of the grinding worm with the following errors. (a) $\Delta \xi = 140 \, \mu m$, (b) $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arcmin, (c) $\Delta \lambda = 3$ arcmin, (d) $\Delta \gamma - \Delta \lambda = 0$ arcmin.
Figure 27.—Contact lines $L_{c\sigma}$ and limiting line $L$ (a) in plane $(\nu_c, \theta_c)$, (b) on surface $\Sigma_c$.
Figure 28.—Permissible dimensions \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) of rack-cutter. (a) Cross sections of pinion and rack-cutter. (b) Functions \( h_1 (N_1) \) and \( h_2 (N_1) \)
Figure 29.—Illustrations (a) The volume of designed body. (b) Auxiliary intermediate surfaces (c) Determination of nodes for the whole volume. (d) Discretization of the volume by finite elements.
Figure 30.—Schematic illustration. (a) Boundary conditions for the pinion and the gear. (b) Rigid surfaces applied for boundary conditions of the pinion.
Figure 31.—Whole gear drive finite element model
Figure 32.—Contact and bending stresses in the middle point of the path of contact on pinion tooth surface for modified involute helical gear drive wherein the generation is performed by plunging of the grinding worm.
Figure 33 — Contact and bending stresses during the cycle of meshing of the pinion.
Figure 34.—Contact and bending stresses during the cycle of meshing of the gear.
Figure 35 — Contact and bending stresses in the middle point of the path of contact on conventional involute helical pinion with error $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arcmin. edge-contact with high stresses occurs.
Figure 36 — Contact and bending stresses in the middle point of the path of contact on pinion tooth surface for modified involute helical gear drive wherein an error $\Delta \gamma = 3$ arcmin is considered; edge-contact is avoided.
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